
Podengos registered with LGRA 2018-present 
 
PORTUGUESE PODENGO MEDIO/GRANDE 

PM-002 Mario Basch's Super Smash Basch/Basch 
PM-003 Oxo Basch's Good Grips (GRC pending) Basch/Basch 
PM-005 Foxy Basch's Starfox Basch/Basch 
PM-004 Harland Basch's Original Recipe Basch/Basch 
PM-006 Jack Basch's Rush Hour Basch/Basch 
PM-007 Ninja Icepod Blacksheep Ginga Ninja Finch/Finch 
PM-008 Karma Fadaestrelinha Do Vale De Fermedo McCarty 

 
PORTUGUESE PODENGO PEQUENO 

PPP-003 Carlito CH Inverno De Viante Hall 
PPP-004 Bebe  CH Pituxa Da Casa Maio  Hall 
PPP-005 Scout  Scout Ryan 
PPP-006 Skye High Flying Skye Ryan 
PPP-007 Tally  JBS Keep On Dancing PPP Lichtfield/Scott 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meet Stats for Portuguese Podengo for 2018-19 
 
Portuguese Podengo Medio/Grande 
Seven hounds ran in 2018 - 2019 
Foxy - 4 meets in 2018, 4 meets 2019 
Harland - 4 meets in 2018, 4 meets 2019 
Jack - 4 meets in 2018, 4 meets 2019 
Mario - 4 meets in 2018, 4 meets 2019 
Oxo - 4 meets in 2018, 4 meets 2019 
Karma - 1 meet in 2019 
Ninja - 1 meet in 2019 
Note: 5 of these dogs belong to one owner (Foxy, Harland, Jack, Mario and Oxo).  
 
Portuguese Podengo Pequeno 
Five hounds ran in 2018. Per their owner, three will not be running again. 
Bebe - 1 meet in 2018 
Carlito - 1 meet in 2018 
 
Scout - 4 meets in 2018 with 1 OC1 and 1 S2 because of BZ attack 
Skye - 3 meets in 2018 with 1 DNF1 
Tally - 3 meets in 2018 with 1 OC3 and 1 S2 because of BZ attack. 
Note: Owner of Scout, Skye and Tally reported they will not be running again 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Individual Meet Reports for Portuguese Podengo Medio/Grande from present - 2017 
 
LARK:  June 9 & 10, 2019, Terrianne Basch 
These 5 dogs belong to me and I was the trial secretary for these trials. Objectively the dogs all box easily, break-fast from 
the boxes, and run hard for the entire 200 yards. They run clean and have very close finishes. They are easily caught at the 
end as they do not leave the lure. 
 
NARC: April 28, 2019, Janice Parrow 
The Podengo Medio/Grande ran well, no interference with each other. One was more keen on the lure than the other. 
Diana had brought other Pods in past years to run, and they had run well also. NARC as a club would welcome more Pods to 
run with us. 
 
 
SSARA: September 30 – October 1, 2017, Dominique de Caprona 
For the first time, on September 30 and October 1 2017, the SSARA welcomed Podengos of all 3 sizes, one Podengo 
Pequeňo, four Podengo Medios and one Podengo Grande to its LGRA back to back events. The Medios and the Grande 
raced together, the Pequeňo on her own. Size did not seem to play a significant role in the Medios versus Grande as the 
Grande won one event and a Medio the other. 
 
First impression: very fast driven chasers of the lure, all of them. They learn fast too. The Pequeňo was completely new to 
the sport and after a couple of runs with another Podengo on Saturday, did 3 perfect races on the second day. 
Second impression: all well trained, and the Medios and Grande were pros starting from the box 
All races were clean, no interference whatsoever, not even clumsiness, and the owners were a pleasure to 
have here for their efficiency in handling the dogs and helping with the meet. 
 
There is no doubt in my mind that Podengo Medio/Grande should be a breed racing officially in LGRA at some point in the 
future. 
 
SLASH: December 2 & 3, 2017, Terry Colbert 
As the secretary for the SLASH LGRA meets on December 2 & 3, 2017, I observed four Portuguese Podengo Medio and one 
Portuguese Podengo Grande run the 200 yard LGRA track as an exhibition entry. All five hounds were enthusiastic while 
walking to the box for their turn and boxed eagerly like all of the other experienced hound breeds present. They all chased 
the lure with focus and drive while running cleanly in every race. At the finish all five Podengo were excited to catch the 
lure, just like all other sighthound breeds. The five Podengo varied in size; however, this did not determine which of them 
would win the race, as the results included show. The Grande running with the Medios reminded me of the size variety 
found in other breeds such as Greyhounds and Borzoi that are not divided by size for the running sports so I think it would 
be fair for them to continue running together. It is my opinion that this sighthound breed should be allowed to participate 
in all of the sighthound running sports, including LGRA. 
 
Individual Meet Reports for Portuguese Podengo Pequeno 
 
SSARA: November 17-18, 2018, Dominique de Caprona 
The 3 dogs raced well on Saturday for the first 2 programs. In program 3, Tally went off course at the start, then returned to 
the track to finish. 
 
On Saturday, the dogs were constantly slipping out of their muzzles. We required the owner to find a way to tighten the 
muzzles, as one of the dogs bit multiple helpers and also pooped on one of them out of stress/fear. 
 
On Sunday, an unfortunate incident resulted in some Borzoi becoming highly excited about the small dogs barking and 
darting nearby. They escaped an enclosure to chase the Podengo Pequenos. The small size paired with darting and barking 
behaviors of the Pequenos should be considered when running them at meets with primarily large breeds as dogs do 
sometimes get loose to interrupt a race in progress. 
 
SSARA: October 27, 2018, Dominique de Caprona 
The 3 PP small entered at this race meet, Scout, Skye and Tally, did perfect runs in every program. 



 
SSARA: December 16-17 2017, Dominique de Caprona 
Podengo Pequeno Scout did 3 perfect races on Saturday, at full speed. On Sunday 2 perfect races at full speed and one OC 
in third program, by slipping under the tape. SSARA needs to add a tape lower down between the poles. 
Fresh from rescue another Podengo Pequeno named Sky did very well at practice, chased the lure alone very fast and with 
Scout with no interference whatsoever. Hopefully she will be registered soon and will be able to enter official races. 
 
SOL: October 21, 2017 Jennifer J Ng 
We had 5 Portuguese Podengos run, all belonging to Terrianne and John Basch. There were 4 Podengo Medios and 1 
Podengo Grande, all running together. The dogs were all very keen on the lure, boxed well, and broke alertly. They were 
very competitive, but ran clean. It was interesting to see the Grande running with the Medios, but they were all closely 
matched in speed and different dogs won each of the high point races. 
 
SOL: February 11, 2017 Jennifer J Ng 
Attached are the results from SOL on Saturday. We had 1 FTE greyhound, and also ran an exhibition meet of 4 Podengos 
belonging to Terrianne and John Basch. All 4Podengos ran well out of the box, were keen on the lure, and finished their 
races all 3 programs. 
 
 
 
 


